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Getting started with

1

Take off handpad. 
Turn  so  is at the top right corner.

2

Remove protective foil from battery compartment.

3

Connect  to your computer using the USB-C cable provided.
 lights up red.  flashes red while charging. Battery is pre-charged.



Choosing the  
Operating System

Press  . 
 flashes fast in green. Then press …

…  for Apple products.  
The LED on the handpad lights up green.

…  for Windows, Linux or Android products. 
The LED on the handpad is off.



Choosing the Language

Press  . 
 flashes fast in green.  

For the desired language now press:

 German  English  Spanish
 French   Italian   Portuguese
 Dutch  Swedish  Finnish 
 Danish  Norwegian  Icelandic

Depending on the language chosen, the four  
blue LEDs  on the handpad light up in a certain 

pattern (see label on the handpad).
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Connect

to your computer

Connect through Bluetooth

Disconnect USB-C cable.  flashes green. Without cable,  automatically 
searches for a Bluetooth connection. Wait for your computer to find the new 

Bluetooth device. Follow the instructions on the screen to pair  with your 
computer. When connected,  lights up green. 

In case of Bluetooth interferences,  flashes very fast. In this case, remove the 
Bluetooth device from your computer and pair it again. The Bluetooth 

connection can only be removed from the computer the device is connected to.   

Connect through USB-C

Connect  to your computer using the USB-C cable provided.
 lights up red.  is connected to your computer and will charge if necessary (   flashes red). 



After some time of inactivity,  enters standby mode, then sleep mode. 
Press any key to wake  from standby or sleep mode.

 flashes red when battery is low.

Both left-handers and right-handers can use .  In order to switch sides, take off the handpad, 
turn the keyboard around, and put the handpad back on.  automatically detects which side is 

in use and deactivates the bottom side. The mouse joystick is always located on the thumb‘s side.

Press  to activate or deactivate 
the number pad. When activated, 
the key lights up blue.

Left-handed use Right-handed use

Good to know



Mouse Function

The mouse is operated by using the mouse joystick and 
the adjacent keys  for left click,  for right click, 

and  for scrolling.



 Trainer, free to use on  
tipykeyboard.com


